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Abstract

In this paper, we establish that the following fitting problem is NP-hard: given a finite
set X and a dissimilarity measure d on X (d is a symmetric function d from X2 to the non-
negative real numbers and vanishing on the diagonal), we wish to find a Robinsonian dis-
similarity dR on X minimizing the l∞-error ||d− dR||∞ = maxx,y∈X{|d(x, y)− dR(x, y)|}
between d and dR. Recall that a dissimilarity dR on X is called monotone (or Robin-
sonian) if there exists a total order ≺ on X such that x ≺ z ≺ y implies that
d(x, y) ≥ max{d(x, z), d(z, y)}. The Robinsonian dissimilarities appear in seriation and
clustering problems, in sparse matrix ordering and DNA sequencing.

1 Introduction

A major issue in classification and data analysis is to visualize simple geometrical and re-
lational structures between objects. Necessary for such an analysis is a similarity or a dis-
similarity measure on a set of objects, which is either measured directly or computed from a
data matrix. Many applied algorithmic problems ranging from archeological dating through
DNA sequencing and numerical ecology to sparse matrix reordering and overlapping cluster-
ing involve ordering a set of objects so that closely coupled elements are placed near each
other. The rearranged data may then speak for themselves. For example, the classical seri-
ation problem [23, 25, 27] is to find a simultaneous ordering (or permutation) of the rows and
the columns of the dissimilarity matrix with the objective of revealing an underlying one-
dimensional structure. The basic idea is that small values should be concentrated around the
main diagonal as closely as possible, whereas large values should fall as far from it as possible.
This goal is best achieved by considering the so-called Robinson property [30]. Seriation is
of importance in hypertext ordering [7], ecology [28], sparse matrix ordering [2], musicology
[21], and DNA sequencing [6, 10, 29]. The most common methods for clustering provide a
visual display of data in the form of hierarchical structures (or dendrograms). Dissimilarity
matrices which are in perfect agreement with dendrograms satisfy the following Robinson
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property: the distances from a given object increase when moving from this object to the
left or to the right in the underlying dendrogram. These dissimilarities are best known under
the name of ultrametrics. Generalizing the correspondence between ultrametrics and dendro-
grams, it has been shown in [8, 16, 17] that the Robinson dissimilarities can be visualized by
pseudo-hierarchical structures also called pyramids.

Real experimental or archeological data always contain errors, therefore the dissimilarity
between the objets can be measured only approximatively. As a consequence, any simultane-
ous permutation of the rows and the columns of the dissimilarity matrix gives a matrix which
fails to satisfy the Robinson property, and we are lead to the problem of finding a matrix
reordering which is as close as possible to a Robinson matrix. As an error measure one can
use the usual lp-distance between two matrices of equal size. In this paper, we show that the
problem of optimal fitting a dissimilarity matrix by a Robinson matrix under the l∞-error is
NP-hard, thus answering an open question from [4]. The companion paper [13] provides a
factor 16 polynomial time algorithm for solving this problem.

2 Definitions and Problems

Let X be a set of n elements to sequence, endowed with a dissimilarity function that reflects
the desire for two elements to be near or far from each other in the sequence. Recall that
a dissimilarity is a symmetric function d from X2 to the nonnegative real numbers and
vanishing on the diagonal, i.e. d(x, y) = d(y, x) ≥ 0 and d(x, x) = 0. We call d(x, y) the
distance between the objects x, y ∈ X. Denote by d0 the standard distance of the complete
graph on X, i.e., d0(x, y) = 1 if x 6= y and d0(x, y) = 0, otherwise. Denote by D the set
of all dissimilarities on X. Notice that D is a convex cone, because the convex combination
d := α · d′ + (1 − α) · d′′ of two dissimilarities d′, d′′ ∈ D also belongs to D; for x, y ∈ X,

d(x, y) = α · d′(x, y) + (1− α) · d′′(x, y). Additionally, if d ∈ D and α > 0 is a constant such
that d− α · d0 is non-negative, then d− α · d0 ∈ D.

A dissimilarity d and a total order ≺ on a set X are said to be compatible if x ≺ z ≺ y

implies that d(x, y) ≥ max{d(x, z), d(z, y)}. A dissimilarity d on X is said to be Robinsonian
if it admits a compatible order. Equivalently, d is Robinsonian if its matrix can be sym-
metrically permuted so that its elements do not decrease when moving away from the main
diagonal along any row or column. Such a matrix is called Robinson [14, 16, 20, 23] or linear
in the terminology of Mirkin and Rodin [29]. Notice that if d is Robinsonian, then every
increasing monotone transform ϕ of d is also Robinsonian (i.e., d(x, y) < d(x′, y′) implies
that ϕ(d(x, y)) < ϕ(d(x′, y′))). In particular, for any Robinsonian dissimilarity d and any
constant c, if d + α · d0 is a dissimilarity, then d + α · d0 ∈ R. Basic examples of Robinson
dissimilarities are the ultrametrics and the standard line-distance between n points on the
line. Recall, that d is an ultrametric if d(x, y) ≤ max{d(x, z), d(y, z)} for all x, y, z ∈ X.

Let X be a set on n elements. Denote by R, R≺, and U the cone of all Robinson
dissimilarities on X, the convex cone of all Robinson dissimilarities compatible with a total
order ≺ on X, and the cone of all ultrametrics on X, respectively. For two dissimilarities
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d, d′ ∈ D, and p ≥ 1, define the lp-error or lp-norm between d and d′ by

||d− d′||p = (
∑

x,y∈X

|d(x, y)− d′(x, y)|p) 1
p ,

||d− d′||∞ = maxx,y∈X{|d(x, y)− d′(x, y)|}.
Endow the set of all dissimilarities D with a partial order ≤, where d ≤ d′ if and only if
d(x, y) ≤ d′(x, y) for all x, y ∈ X. For a dissimilarity d and a subset D′ of D, a dissimilarity
d̂ ∈ D′ is called a sub-dominant of d in D′ if d̂ is the (necessarily unique) maximum of the set
{d′ ∈ D′ : d′ ≤ d}. Analogously, a dissimilarity ď ∈ D′ is called a super-dominated of d in D′
if ď is the (necessarily unique) minimum of the set {d′ ∈ D′ : d ≤ d′}. The dissimilarities d̂

and/or ď not always exist, nevertheless they exist in some important cases, in particular, d̂u

exists if D′ is the set U of all ultrametrics [33]. In this case, the ultrametric sub-dominant d̂u

can be defined in the following way: construct the minimum spanning tree T in the complete
graph on X in which the length of the edge xy is d(x, y), then d̂u(x, y) is the length of the
longest edge on the unique path of T connecting the vertices x and y.

In this paper, we study the complexity status of the following optimization problem, which
can be viewed as the seriation problem in the presence of errors:

Problem l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON: Given a dissimilarity d ∈ D find a Robinson dis-
similarity dR ∈ R minimizing the l∞-error ||d− dR||∞.

In other words, we are searching for a minimal value of ε such that for each pair x, y of
different elements of X one can pick a value dR(x, y) ∈ [d(x, y) − ε, d(x, y) + ε] so that the
resulting dissimilarity dR is Robinsonian. To formulate the underlying decision problem, we
relax the notions of compatible order and Robinson dissimilarity. Given ε ≥ 0, a total order
≺ on X is called ε-compatible if u ≺ x ≺ y ≺ v implies d(u, v) + 2ε ≥ d(x, y); here u and x

may coincide as well as y and v. (To show that a total order ≺ is ε-compatible it suffices to
show that d(x, z) ≥ max{d(x, y), d(y, z)} + ε for any x, y, z ∈ X such that x ≺ y ≺ z.) An
ε-Robinsonian dissimilarity is a dissimilarity admitting an ε-compatible order. We are lead
to the following recognition problem:

Problem ε-ROBINSON: Given a dissimilarity d and a real number ε > 0, is d ε-Robinsonian?

We will show below, that the problem ε-ROBINSON is NP-complete and that, unless P=NP,
it is NP-hard to approximate l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON within a factor smaller than
3/2.

3 Known results

Now, we briefly recall here what is known about Robinsonian structures and about l∞-fitting
of distances by simpler distances. In the original Robinson’s paper [30] and in some other
papers [2, 24, 28], compatible orders and Robinson matrices are defined for similarities; the
elements of a Robinson similarity matrix not increase when moving away from the main
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diagonal. Atkins et al. [2] showed that if S is a Robinson similarity matrix, then the coordi-
nates of the eigenvector of its smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplacian of S (the so-called
Fiedler vector of S) constitute a monotone sequence of numbers. They use this result to
design an algorithm of complexity O(nT (n) + n2 log n) to recognize if a similarity matrix of
size n×n is pre-Robinson, where T (n) is the complexity of computing the Fiedler vector of a
matrix. Mirkin and Rodin [29] describe an O(n4) algorithm for testing if a dissimilarity d on
n points is Robinsonian. For this, they build up the hypergraph of all balls of d and test if this
hypergraph is an interval hypergraph. A simple divide-and-conquer O(n3)-time algorithm for
the same recognition problem has been designed in [11]. Barthelemy and Brucker [4, 5] es-
tablished that the problem of an optimal lp-approximation of a dissimilarity by several types
of simpler dissimilarities, in particular by a strongly Robinsonian dissimilarity, is NP-hard
for p < ∞, leaving the case p = ∞ open.

The problem of fitting distances by simpler distances is a classical problem in data analysis,
phylogeny, and, more recently, in computer science. We review here only the algorithmic
results about l∞-fitting of distances. Farach, Kannan, and Warnow [19] showed that l∞-
fitting of a distance d by an ultrametric is polynomial. This result has been used by Agarwala
et al. [1] to design a factor 3 approximation algorithm for l∞-fitting of distances by tree-
distances, a problem which has been shown to be NP-hard in the same paper [1]. A unified
and simplified treatment of these results of [1, 19] using sub-dominants was given in [12]. The
l∞-fitting of a dissimilarity by a line-distance (the so-called Matrix-To-Line problem) has
been proven NP-hard by Saxe [31] in 1979. More recently, H̊astad, Ivansson, and Lagergren
[22] showed that this problem can be approximated within factor of 2, but unless P=NP
cannot be approximated within a factor smaller than 7/5 (notice that Agarwala et al. [1]
establish a similar non-approximability result for tree-distances with 7/5 replaced by 9/8).
Bădoiu [3] extended the results of [22] to l∞-fitting of distances by rectilinear (l1-) distances
in the 2-dimensional space and proposed a constant-factor algorithm for this problem.

4 Preliminary results

In this section, we establish some auxiliary results used in the proof of NP-hardness (these
results are also used in the approximation algorithm from [13]). In particular, Lemma 4.2
and Proposition 4.3 follow the approach presented in [12].

Lemma 4.1 A dissimilarity d on X is Robinsonian if and only if there exists a total order
≺ on X, such that d(x, y) ≥ d(u, v) holds for any four (not necessarily distinct) elements
u, v, x, y ∈ X such that x ≺ u ≺ v ≺ y.

Proof. First suppose that the inequality d(x, y) ≥ d(u, v) holds for all x ≺ u ≺ v ≺ y.

To show that ≺ is compatible with d, pick the elements x, y, z ∈ X such that x ≺ z ≺ y.

Applying twice the 4-point inequality, first with u = z, v = y and then with u = x, v = z, we
deduce that d(x, y) ≥ d(z, y) and d(x, y) ≥ d(x, z), respectively. Thus ≺ is compatible with d,

yielding that d is Robinsonian. Conversely, if d is Robinsonian, then there exists a total order
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≺ compatible with d. If x ≺ u ≺ v ≺ y, then we have d(x, y) ≥ d(x, v) and d(x, v) ≥ d(u, v),
therefore d(x, y) ≥ d(u, v), and the required 4-point inequality is proven. ¤

Lemma 4.2 For a total order ≺ on X and d ∈ D, let ď≺ and d̂≺ be two dissimilarities
defined in the following way: for x, y ∈ X with x ≺ y, x 6= y, set

ď≺(x, y) = max{d(u, v) : u, v ∈ X and x ≺ u ≺ v ≺ y},
d̂≺(x, y) = min{d(u, v) : u, v ∈ X and u ≺ x ≺ y ≺ v}.

Then ď≺ is the super-dominated of d in R≺ and d̂≺ is the sub-dominant of d in R≺.

Proof. We will establish the result only for ď≺, the proof of the second assertion is similar.
From the definition of ď≺ we infer that d ≤ ď≺. We assert that ď≺ is Robinsonian, namely
that ≺ is a compatible order for ď≺. Let E(u, v) = {d(u′, v′) : u ≺ u′ ≺ v′ ≺ v}. For a triplet
x ≺ z ≺ y, the distance-sets E(x, z) and E(z, y) are obviously contained in E(x, y). Taking
the maximum in each of the sets E(x, z), E(z, y) and E(x, y), we deduce that x ≺ z ≺ y

implies ď≺(x, y) ≥ max{ď≺(x, z), ď≺(z, y)}. It remains to show that if d′ ∈ R≺ and d ≤ d′,
then ď≺ ≤ d′. Pick x, y ∈ X with x ≺ y. Let u, v be defined so that x ≺ u ≺ v ≺ y

and ď≺(x, y) = d(u, v). Lemma 4.1 yields d′(x, y) ≥ d′(u, v). Since d ≤ d′, we also have
d(u, v) ≤ d′(u, v). Putting all together, we obtain ď≺(x, y) = d(u, v) ≤ d′(u, v) ≤ d′(x, y),
thus ď≺ ≤ d′. This shows that indeed ď≺ is the super-dominated of d in R≺. ¤

The ≺-RESTRICTED l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON problem is obtained from the
problem l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON by replacing R by R≺. We show now that this
restricted problem can be solved in polynomial time. Let 2ε̃≺ = ||d − ď≺||∞ and let d̃≺ be
the (Robinsonian) dissimilarity obtained from ď≺ by setting d̃≺(x, y) = max{0, ď≺(x, y)− ε̃≺}
for all x, y ∈ X, x 6= y. Analogously, let 2ε̄≺ = ||d − d̂≺||∞ and let d̄≺ be the (Robinsonian)
dissimilarity obtained from d̂≺ by setting d̄≺(x, y) = d̂≺(x, y) + ε̄≺ for all x, y ∈ X, x 6= y; in
other terms, d̄≺ = d̂≺ + ε̄≺ · d0.

Proposition 4.3 For a total order ≺ on X and d ∈ D, d̃≺ and d̄≺ are two Robinsonian
dissimilarities that minimize ||d− d′||∞ for d′ ∈ R≺. In particular, ε̃≺ = ε̄≺ holds.

Proof. Again, we will establish the result only for d̃≺. First note that d̃≺ is a dissimilarity.
Additionally, since ď≺ ∈ R≺, we infer that d̃≺ ∈ R≺. Note that the l∞-distance between d

and d̃≺ is one-half of the l∞-distance between d and ď≺. Indeed, ď≺(x, y) ≤ d̃≺(x, y) + ε̃≺,

thus 0 ≤ d̃≺(x, y) + ε̃≺ − d(x, y) ≤ 2ε̃≺. Adding −ε̃≺ to all parts of this inequality, we obtain
|d̃≺(x, y)−d(x, y)| ≤ ε̃≺. On the other hand, there exist u, v ∈ X such that ď≺(u, v)−d(u, v) =
2ε̃≺. This shows that ||d− d̃≺||∞ = ε̃≺. To prove that d̃≺ is an optimal l∞-approximation for d

inR≺, pick d′ ∈ R≺ and let ε′ = ||d−d′||∞. Then d ≤ d′+ε′ ·d0 and d′+ε′ ·d0 ∈ R≺. By Lemma
4.2, d′+ε′ ·d0 ≥ ď≺. Since ď≺(u, v)−d(u, v) = 2ε̃≺, we obtain that d′(u, v)+ε′−d(u, v) ≥ 2ε̃≺,

showing that 2ε̃≺ − ε′ ≤ d′(u, v)− d(u, v) ≤ ε′. Hence ε̃≺ ≤ ε′. ¤

We prove here that the optimal error ε∗ in the problem l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON

belongs to a compact list ∆ of size O(n4), whose entries can be derived from the matrix of d.
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Lemma 4.4 For a total order ≺ on X and d ∈ D, if x ≺ u ≺ v ≺ y, then ε̂≺ ≥ d(u,v)−d(x,y)
2 .

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, ď≺(x, y) ≥ ď≺(u, v) ≥ d(u, v). Hence d(u, v) − d(x, y) ≤ ď≺(x, y) −
d(x, y) ≤ ||d− ď≺||∞ = 2ε̂≺, where the last equality follows from Proposition 4.3. ¤

Lemma 4.5 For a dissimilarity d ∈ D, the optimal error ε∗ of l∞-fitting of d by a Robinso-
nian dissimilarity belongs to the set ∆ = {|d(x, y)− d(x′, y′)|/2 : x, y, x′, y′ ∈ X}.

Proof. Let d∗ be an optimal Robinsonian dissimilarity for d and let ≺ be a total order
compatible with d∗. From Proposition 4.3 we obtain

ε∗ = ||d− d∗||∞ = ||d− d̃≺||∞ =
1
2
||d− ď≺||∞ =

1
2
maxx,y∈X |d(x, y)− ď≺(x, y)|.

By Lemma 4.2, ď≺(x, y) = d(u, v) for some u, v ∈ X such that x ≺ u ≺ v ≺ y, whence ε∗ has
the form 1

2 |d(x, y)− d(u, v)|. This proves that ε∗ ∈ ∆. ¤

5 NP-hardness

In this section, we establish the NP-hardness of the problems investigated in this paper.

Theorem 5.1 The problem ε-ROBINSON is NP-complete. The problem l∞-FITTING-

BY-ROBINSON is NP-hard to approximate within 3/2− δ for any δ > 0, unless P=NP.

Proof. We will use a polynomial transformation from the NP-complete problem NOT-ALL-

EQUAL 3-SAT. In this respect, our reduction follows the main lines of the proof by Saxe [31]
and H̊astad et al. [22] that the problem MATRIX-TO-LINE is NP-hard. Nevertheless, the
technical details of both proofs are quite different. In particular, the distance matrices derived
from the same 3-SAT formulae are different. Also, to establish the non-approximability
result, H̊astad et al. [22] use a linear program, while for our problem a simple reasoning
suffices. Let X be a set of variables and let C be a collection of clauses over X, such that
each clause c ∈ C has three literals. Then (X, C) belongs to NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3-SAT

(NAE 3-SAT) if there is a true assignment that for each clause c ∈ C assigns at least one
literal of c the value true and at least one literal of c the value false. Deciding NAE 3-SAT

was shown to be NP-complete by Schaefer [32].
Given an NAE 3-SAT instance (X, C), we define a corresponding ε-ROBINSON and

l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON instance (P, d) in the following way. As in [22], for each
variable x ∈ X and its complement x̄ we define two points px and px̄ of P and for each clause
c ∈ C we define three points c1, c2, and c3 of P. Additionally to these points, P contains two
other points t and f. Thus P = {px, px̄}x∈X ∪ {c1, c2, c3}c∈C ∪ {t, f}. The dissimilarity d

takes four distinct values 0, 3, 6, and 9, and has the following entries. First, let d(t, f) = 6.

For each variable x ∈ X, set d(px, px̄) = 9, d(px, t) = d(px, f) = d(px̄, t) = d(px̄, f) = 0. For
each clause c = (u ∨ v ∨ w) of C, we set
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d(c1, pu) = d(c1, pv̄) = 6, d(c1, pv) = d(c1, pū) = 0,
d(c2, pv) = d(c2, pw̄) = 6, d(c2, pw) = d(c2, pv̄) = 0,
d(c3, pw) = d(c3, pū) = 6, d(c3, pu) = d(c3, pw̄) = 0,
d(c1, c2) = d(c2, c3) = d(c1, c3) = 9.

All remaining distances are set to 3. We assert that d is 3-Robinson if and only of (X, C)
belongs to NOT ALL EQUAL 3-SAT. We also show that a polynomial approximation
algorithm for l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON having factor < 3/2 can be used to decide if
(X, C) belongs to NAE 3-SAT.

Define a partition of all total orders ≺ on P into two sets O1 and O2. In O1 we include
all total orders ≺ such that both t, f are located between px and px̄ for all x ∈ X. In O2 we
include the remaining total orders on P, i.e., for which there exists x ∈ X such that either t

or f is located outside [px, px̄]. Notice that for any order ≺ from O1, we have ε̃≺ ≥ 3. Indeed,
pick x ∈ X. The distances from t and f to px and px̄ are all equal to 0. Since d(t, f) = 6
and the points t and f are both located between px and px̄, from Proposition 4.3 we deduce
that ε̃≺ ≥ 3. On the other hand, for any order ≺ from O2 we have ε̃≺ ≥ 9/2. Indeed, we can
find a variable x such that one of the points t, f is outside [px, px̄], say px ≺ px̄ ≺ t. Since
d(px, px̄) = 9 and d(px, t) = 0, Proposition 4.3 yields ε̃≺ ≥ 9/2. This shows that ε∗ ≥ 3.

Claim 1: If (X,C) belongs to NAE 3-SAT, then for the instance (P, d) of the related l∞-
FITTING-BY-ROBINSON problem we have ε∗ = 3; in particular d is 3-Robinson.

Proof. Let A be a NAE-satisfying assignment for (X, C) (for compactness, we let A be
a (0,1)-assignment rather than a (false,true)-assignment). We define three disjoint subsets
Q1, Q2, Q3 of P. Pick a clause c = (u ∨ v ∨ w) ∈ C. We insert the point c1 in Q1 if A(u) =
1, A(v) = 0, in Q2 if A(u) = A(v), and in Q3 if A(u) = 0, A(v) = 1. We insert the point
c2 in Q1 if A(v) = 1, A(w) = 0, in Q2 if A(v) = A(w), and in Q3 if A(v) = 0, A(w) = 1.

Finally, we insert the point c3 in Q1 if A(w) = 1, A(u) = 0, in Q2 if A(w) = A(u), and in Q3

if A(w) = 0, A(u) = 1. Obviously, every point ci is assigned to a unique set Qj , thus the sets
Q1, Q2, and Q3 are disjoint. Define also the sets Pf and Pt : for a variable x ∈ X, we include
px in Pf if A(x) = 0 and in Pt if A(x) = 1. Analogously, we include px̄ in Pf if A(x) = 1
and in Pt if A(x) = 0. Notice that px ∈ Pf if and only if px̄ ∈ Pt and px ∈ Pt if and only if
px̄ ∈ Pf . Thus the sets Q1, Q2, Q3, Pf , and Pt define a partition of the set P \ {f, t}.

Now, we will define a Robinson dissimilarity d′ on P which is compatible with any linear
extension of the order Q1 ≺ Pf ≺ f ≺ Q2 ≺ t ≺ Pt ≺ Q3. We will also show that ||d−d′||∞ =
3, establishing thus that ε∗ = 3 and that d is 3-Robinson. The dissimilarity d′ takes three
distinct values 0, 3, and 6. Inside of each of five blocks Q1, Q2, Q3, Pf , Pt, the dissimilarity d′

is 0. Moreover, d′ is 0 on each of the sets Q1 ∪ Pf ∪ {f} and {t} ∪ Pt ∪ Q3. The distance
between two points from different sets Qi and Qj or Pf and Pt is 6. The value 6 is also taken
by all distances between two points of Pf and Q3, and of Pt and Q1. Finally the distance
from f to any point of Q3 and from t to any point of Q1 is 6. All remaining distances are
equal to 3. Namely, the distance from any point of Q2 to any point of Pf ∪ Pt ∪ {f, t} is 3,
as well as the distances from f to all points of Pt ∪ {t} and the distances from t to all points
of Pf ∪ {f}. Summarizing, we obtain the following distance matrix for d′:
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Q1 Pf f Q2 t Pt Q3

Q1 0 0 0 6 6 6 6
Pf 0 0 3 3 6 6
f 0 3 3 3 6
Q2 0 3 3 6
t 0 0 0
Pt 0 0
Q3 0

It can be easily seen that the resulting dissimilarity d′ is compatible with the total order
Q1 ≺ Pf ≺ f ≺ Q2 ≺ t ≺ Pt ≺ Q3 and d′ remains compatible with respect to any linear
extension of this order to P. Thus, d′ is Robinson.

It remains to show that ||d − d′||∞ = 3. First notice that d(t, f) = 6 and d′(t, f) = 3.

Next, the d-distance from f or t to any point of Pf ∪ Pt is 0, while the similar d′-distance is
either 0 or 3. Analogously, the d-distance from any point of Q1 ∪Q2 ∪Q3 to t or f is equal
to 3, while the similar d′-distance takes one of the values 0, 3, or 6. Now, d(px, px̄) = 9 and
d′(px, px̄) = 6 because px and px̄ belong to distinct sets Pf and Pt. On the other hand, the
d-distance between any other points of Pf ∪ Pt is by definition 3, while the d′-distance is
either 0 or 6. Notice also that the d-distance between two points of Q1 ∪Q2 ∪Q3 is 9 unless
these points come from different clauses, in which case this distance is 3. All points from the
same set Qi come from different clauses: for sets Q1 and Q3 this follows from the definitions
of these sets and for the set Q2 this is so because A is a NAE-satisfying assignment. Thus
the d-distance between two points of the same set Qi is 3. Now, the d′-distance between
such points is 0. All other d′-distances between the points of Q1 ∪ Q2 ∪ Q3 are equal to 6,
showing that |d(c, c′)− d′(c, c′)| ≤ 3 if c, c′ ∈ Q1 ∪Q2 ∪Q3. To complete the proof, it remain
to compare the d- and d′-distances between a point ci of Q1 ∪ Q2 ∪ Q3 corresponding to a
literal of some clause c and a point p of Pf ∪ Pt corresponding to some variable u. If neither
u nor ū do not belong to c, then d(ci, p) = 3, while d′(ci, p) takes one of the values 0, 3, or
6. Now, assume without loss of generality that u is a literal of c, namely its first literal (the
case when ū is a literal of c is analogous). Then p = pu. By definition of d we conclude that
d(pu, c1) = 6, d(pu, c2) = 3, and d(pu, c3) = 0. Since d(pu, c2) = 3 independently of the position
of pu and c2, we deduce that |d(pu, c2)− d′(pu, c2)| ≤ 3. If pu ∈ Pf , then A(u) = 0, therefore
c1 belongs to Q2 ∪ Q3. If c1 ∈ Q2, then d′(pu, c1) = 3 and if c1 ∈ Q3, then d′(pu, c1) = 6.

On the other hand, since A(u) = 0, the point c3 does not belong to Q3. If c3 ∈ Q1, then
d′(pu, c3) = 0 and if c3 ∈ Q2, then d′(pu, c3) = 3. Since d(pu, c3) = 0, we obtain the required
inequality |d(pu, c3) − d′(pu, c3)| ≤ 3. This settles the case pu ∈ Pf . The case pu ∈ Pt is
completely analogous: since A(u) = 1, the point c1 is located in Q1 ∪Q2, while the point c3

is located in Q2 ∪ Q3. Thus d′(pu, c1) is 6 or 3, while d′(pu, c3) is 3 or 0. Since d(pu, c1) = 6
and d(pu, c3) = 0, we are done. This shows that ||d − d′||∞ = 3. Since d′ is Robinson, we
deduce that ε∗ = 3, thus the d is 3-Robinson. This establishes Claim 1.
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Claim 2: If (X, C) does not belong to NAE 3-SAT, then for the instance (P, d) of the
related l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON problem we have ε∗ ≥ 9/2; in particular d is not
3-Robinson.
Proof. Pick a total order ≺ on P. If ≺ belongs to O2, then, as we have noticed above,
ε̃≺ ≥ 9/2. Now, suppose that ≺ belongs to the set O1. Additionally, suppose without loss of
generality that f ≺ t. Since both f and t are located between px and px̄ for all x ∈ X, with ≺
we can associate an assignment A≺ defined in the following way: if px ≺ f, then set A≺(x) = 0
and if px̄ ≺ f, then set A≺(x) = 1. Notice that for at least one clause c = (u ∨ v ∨ w), the
points pu, pv, pw must be located on one side of f and t, either all to the left of f or all to
the right of t, and all points pū, pv̄, pw̄ to another side of f and t. Indeed, if for each clause
c = (u ∨ v ∨ w), say pu is to the left of f and pv is to the right of t, then A≺ is a NAE-
satisfying assignment for all c, and therefore for C. Since (X, C) does not belong to NAE

3-SAT, a clause c = (u ∨ v ∨ w) with required property necessarily exists. Let c1, c2, c3 be
the points defined for c. Suppose without loss of generality that pū, pv̄, pw̄ are to the left of f

and pu, pv, pw are to the right of t.
We assert that for the restriction of d on the set pū, pv̄, pw̄, pu, pv, pw, f, t, c1, c2, c3 of 11

points we have ε̃≺ ≥ 9/2. Suppose by way of contradiction that ε̃≺ < 9/2. Since the entries
of the distance matrix take only the values 0, 3, 6, and 9, from Lemma 4.2 we infer that a
necessary and sufficient condition to have this inequality is to not locate two points at distance
9 between two points at distance 0. In particular, since any point ci is at distance 0 to one
point of the triplet pū, pv̄, pw̄ and ci is at distance 9 to any other point cj , we cannot locate
cj between ci and the triplet pū, pv̄, pw̄. This shows that we cannot locate two of the points
c1, c2, c3 to the right of the points pū, pv̄, and pw̄. Analogously, we cannot locate two of the
points c1, c2, c3 to the left of the points pu, pv, and pw. But then, no admissible location of all
three points c1, c2, c3 exists. This concludes the proof of Claim 2.

From Claims 1 and 2 we conclude that (X, C) belongs to NAE 3-SAT if and only if
the dissimilarity d is 3-Robinson on P, thus the decision problem ε-ROBINSON is NP-
complete. From Claims 1 and 2 we also infer that if (X, C) belongs to NAE 3-SAT, then the
optimal solution for problem l∞-FITTING-BY-ROBINSON has value ε∗ = 3, otherwise,
if (X, C) does not belong to NAE 3-SAT then ε∗ ≥ 9/2. Suppose that l∞-FITTING-BY-

ROBINSON admits a polynomial approximation algorithm with factor < 3/2. Running this
algorithm on instances (P, d) derived from (X, C), for “yes”-instances it will return a solution
of value < 3 × (3/2) = 9/2 and on “no”-instances it will return solutions of value > 9/2.

Therefore this algorithm will decide in polynomial type if (X, C) belongs to NAE 3-SAT.
This is impossible, unless P=NP. This concludes the proof of the theorem. ¤

Remark: Consider a dissimilarity d′ obtained from the dissimilarity d occurring in the
proof of Theorem 5.1 by adding a positive constant α, i.e., d′ = d + α · d0 (recall that d0

is the standard distance of the complete graph). Notice that if α = 9, then the resulting
dissimilarity d′ is a metric, i.e., d′ satisfies the triangle condition. On the other hand, it
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is well-known [20, 26] that for any dissimilarity d (in particular, for our d) one can find
a sufficiently large constant α such that d′ = d + α · d0 is of Euclidean type, of l1-type,
a k-hypermetric, a hypermetric, or a metric of negative type (for definitions see [14, 15]).
From Lemma 4.5 we conclude that the optimal values for the problem l∞-FITTING-BY-

ROBINSON on instances d and d′ are the same. Therefore d is 3-Robinson if and and only
if d′ is 3-Robinson. This shows that the problem ε-ROBINSON is NP-complete if the input
dissimilarity is a metric of type indicated above. The non-approximability result also holds
in all these cases. Finally, notice that the NP-completeness result of Theorem 5.1 can be
also extended to any set E of dissimilarities such that ϕ(d) ∈ E for an increasing monotone
transform ϕ.

Open question: Does the problem ε-ROBINSON remain NP-complete if the input dissim-
ilarity d is a tree-distance?

6 Robinsonian dissimilarities with interval data

The fact that the decision problem ε-ROBINSON is NP-complete shows that the following
ROBINSON-WITH-INTERVAL-DATA problem is NP-complete as well: given a finite set
of objects X and for each pair x, y ∈ X an interval [d(x, y), d(x, y)] of possible values which
the distance between x and y may take, we ask if there exists a Robinsonian dissimilarity
dR on X, such that dR(x, y) ∈ [d(x, y), d(x, y)] for all x, y? To see that this problem is NP-
complete, consider an instance (X, d, ε) of ε-ROBINSON and for each pair x, y ∈ X set
d(x, y) = d(x, y) − ε and d(x, y) = d(x, y) + ε if x 6= y and d(x, y) = 0 = d(x, y) if x = y.

Then ε-ROBINSON has an admissible solution if and only if there exists a Robinsonian
dissimilarity dR such that d ≤ dR ≤ d.

On the other hand, if we consider the problem ROBINSON-WITH-INTERVAL-DATA

for a given total order ≺, then it becomes polynomial. For this, we either can construct two
Robinsonian dissimilarities ď and d̂ compatible with ≺ and satisfying d ≤ d̂ ≤ ď ≤ d or
we conclude that the problem has answer “not”. The definition of these dissimilarities is
quite similar with the definition of the Robinsonian sub- and super-dominated of a given
dissimilarity provided by Lemma 4.2. Given two pairs of points x, y and u, v such that
u ≺ x ≺ y ≺ v, to define d̂ we compute d̂(x, y) before d̂(u, v), while to define ď we compute
ď(u, v) before ď(x, y). Namely, let

d̂(u, v) = min{d(u, v) ∈ [d(u, v), d(u, v)] : d(u, v) ≥ max{d̂(x, y) : u ≺ x ≺ y ≺ v}}.

ď(x, y) = max{d(x, y) ∈ [d(x, y), d(x, y)] : d(x, y) ≤ min{ď(u, v) : u ≺ x ≺ y ≺ v}}.
If for some pair, one of these values does not exist, then the algorithm returns the answer“not”.
Obviously, both d̂ and ď are Robinsonian dissimilarities compatible with ≺ . Using induction
one can easily show that for any admissible solution d≺ of the problem ROBINSON-WITH-

INTERVAL-DATA we have d̂ ≤ d≺ ≤ ď. In other words, if we will replace each interval
[d(x, y), d(x, y)] with the interval [d̂(x, y), ď(x, y)] (x, y ∈ X), we will not loose any admissible
solution of our problem and this is the sharpest reduction which has this property.
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There is a strong similarity between our two versions of ROBINSON-WITH-

INTERVAL-DATA and the problem of NARROWING OF A BLOCK OF SORTINGS

investigated by Bleuzen-Guernalec and Colmerauer [9]. In this problem, given two sets of
n intervals each S1 = {[a1, a1], . . . , [an, an]} and S2 = {[b1, b1], . . . , [bn, bn]} one ask to max-
imally reduce these intervals to obtain two sets of intervals S′1 = {[â1, ǎ1], . . . , [ân, ǎn]} and
S′2 = {[b̂1, b̌1], . . . , [b̂n, b̌n]} such that whenever there exists a sorted list x1 ≺ . . . xn of n num-
bers and a permutation π on {1, . . . , n} satisfying xi ∈ [ai, ai]∩ [bπ(i), bπ(i)] for all i = 1, . . . , n,
we also have xi ∈ [âi, ǎi]∩ [b̂π(i), b̌π(i)]. In other words, it is necessary to maximally reduce the
2n intervals without loosing any sorted list of n numbers contained in these intervals, where
the order between the first set of n intervals is fixed while the order between the second set
of n intervals is free. The authors present in [9] an optimal O(n log n) algorithm for solving
this problem.

In analogy with NARROWING OF A BLOCK OF SORTINGS, one can formu-
late the following optimal narrowing problem for Robinsonian dissimilarities and compat-
ible orders. Given a finite set X, a total order ≺ on X, and for each pair x, y ∈ X

two intervals [a(x, y), a(x, y)] and [b(x, y), b(x, y)] of possible values which the distance be-
tween x and y may take, one ask to maximally reduce these intervals to obtain the in-
tervals [â(x, y), ǎ(x, y)] and [b̂(x, y), b̌(x, y)] such that whenever there exists a Robinsonian
dissimilarity dR compatible with the total order ≺ and a permutation π on X satisfying
dR(x, y) ∈ [a(x, y), a(x, y)] ∩ [b(π(x), π(y)), b(π(x), π(y))] for all x, y ∈ X, we also have
dR(x, y) ∈ [â(x, y), ǎ(x, y)] ∩ [b̂(π(x), π(y)), b̌(π(x), π(y))]. From previous discussion we know
that the optimal reduction of the intervals [a(x, y), a(x, y)] (x, y ∈ X) can be done in poly-
nomial time, while the reduction of the intervals [b(x, y), b(x, y)] (x, y ∈ X) is NP-hard,
because the problem ROBINSON-WITH-INTERVAL-DATA is NP-complete. This is a
strong evidence (but not yet a proof) that the optimal narrowing problem for Robinsonian
dissimilarities is NP-hard.
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